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Abstract

A§ Congress considers tuition tax credit leg slation, one of the
most Central issues will be how much various propo als would cost--
that is, how much federal revenues would decline a result of the
credits. Despite arguments of some policymakers that tax reductions
should not be considered e4uivaleat to directly appropriated expenditures,
from a budgeting standpoint, reductions in r.venues have the same effect
on balancing a budget as increases iviirect spending. And in a period
of fiscal constraint,'budget considerations will likely be weighed
heavily as-new legislation is considered.

The revenue loss resulting from tuition tax credes would depend

greatly on four characteristics of the credits:

.Who would be eligible for the credits.

.How'much they would be e ible for.

.What portion of tuitio ts would be covered by the credits.

.Whether the credits woul e refundable--that is, whether
families paying tuition that amounted to more than their taxes
could receive a refund from the Treasury.

These four characteristics independently affect how mbçi a fTamily
would receive under a specific tuition 4ax credit plan as well as how
many Tamilies might 'Choose to send their children to tuition charging
schools and how much tuition these schools would charge.

(/



For two decacles the-Congress has debated whether or not to provide tax cred-

its to offset educational expenses. Legislative proposals to provide tuition tax

credits have'passe'd the Senate on numerous occasions (1969, 1971, 1976, 1977,

1978); and.in 1978 the House of. Representatives, for the first time, also passed

a tuition tAx credit pill. No tuition tax credit was enacted in 1978, however,

because the House and the Senate were.unable to reconcile major differences be-

tween tlie two proposals, and because the Middle Income Student Assistance Act was

enacted, which expanded federal post-secondary student assistance programs. The

principal difference between the two billS was that the Senate bill would have
V

provided tax credits to students ia all li'vels of education, whereas the house

bill would have limited benefits only to students in post-secondary education.

As interest in tuitions:tax credits has increased, one of the central issues

has become tie likely revenue loss (or cost) that would result from adopting

such a plan. The plans that have been proposedeln Congress in recent years would

range in revenue loss from less than $1 billion annually to nearly $7 billion an-
.

=ally. If adopted the e credits would add to a list of education-related tax

expenditures (including an exemptA for post-secondary dent dependents, an

exclusion of fellowships and scholarships, an exclusion of GI bill education bene-

A fits, and deductibility.of charitable contributions) that already reduce federal

tax revenues by nearly $3 billion annually.. Solr argue that tax exemptions, cred-
.

its and deductions yhould not be considered equivalent to direct budget expendi-

tures because to treat such.reductions in taxes like direct expenditures implies

that the government is entitled to some specific level revenues. From a.cost

accounting point of view, however, the two types of expenditures have the same

budget ef c --a dollar of foregone revenues affects the deficit or surplus no

1

differently t an a dollar of direct spending.

The revenue loss associated with tuition taikcredits depends primarily on

four characteristics of the credits:
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o The scope of eligibility--whether the credits cover all levels of educa-
tion or only a portion, such as elementary and secondary education;

o The maximum size of the credits;

o The proportiqn qf tuition costs covered; and

o Whether the credits are refundable or nonrdfundable--that
lower-income faMilies, for whom taxes are often less than
credits, would receive a refund directly from the federal
assure them the full benefit of the credit.

is, whether
the amount of
government to

Depending upon the objectives of a tuition tax credit proposal, different de-

cisions about these characteristics would be made.

Selecting a sp ific scope of eligibility can reflect a number of objectives.

Limiting the credi

I

to tuitions paid for private elementary and Secondary educa-

Ltion, for example, y reflect an interest in providing tax equity to families

that pay taxes for public education but choose not'to use those services for

their children: Elementary and secondary tax credits are also advocated to pre-

serve diversity in educational opportunities and to provide incentives to im-

prove quality in both the public and private sectors. Expanding eligibility to

post-secondary education may indicate an interest in providing general tax relief

for the burden families face in paying for higher educatign costs.

Selecting the maximum size of the credits often reflects pragmatic cost

considerations rather than philosophical Concerns. Indeed, the revenue losses

associated with tuition tax credits are highly sensitive to the-maximum size of

the credit. In general, past proposals have attempted to balance the desire to

reduce families' financial burdens without generating large revenue losses.

Restricting tuition tax credits to only a proportion of tuition costs is

done almost entirely to prevent schools from incfeasing their costs to capture

the benefits that students! families would recei7 from the credits.

And, finally, the choice of whether the tax credits would be refundable or,

nonrefundable depends generally upon attitudes about how the tax system should

be used. It is often proposed that tuition tax cre9ts should be refundable, so
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that lower-income families would be able to benefit fully from them. Many pro-

ponents of tuition tax.credits feel.that it is.particularly important to Assure

thatilo'Wer-income students-have access financially to non-public alternatives

because public schools in many loWer-income neighborhoods have displayed diffi-

tab
culty in maintaining quality. Other policymakers, however, do not consider

benefits provided through the tax system equivalent to benefits provided through

direct funded fedegal programs because they,do not concede that the government

has an absolute right to a specified portion of individual& earnings. Many of

these policymakers, although often proponents ofctuition tax credits. find it
4

difficult to support refundable credits that-would provide direct refunds for

amounts in excess.of taxes paid, because to do so would require using the tax

system to distribute directly appropriated federal-funds.

Each of these four characterkstics would affect rev nue l ;yin two ways.

First, each characteristic would affect the amounts f credits that families

would receive, and thus would affect overall federal fevenues. Broadening the

scope of eligibility, providing larger maxiMum credits, or allowing-them to

cover a larger proportion of tuition expenses all would result in greater revenue

losses. Similarly, providing refundable tuition tax credits would increase fed-
.

eral eXpenditures by the amount refunded to families whose credits would exceed

their tax liabilities.

Second, by altering the price of goods (education) to consumers (students

and their families), tuition tax credits could affect the behavior of both fam-

ilies and schools. A reduction in the net priCe of education resulting from

tuition tax credits should increase the demand for these services. And, if more

students attend tuition- harging schools, the revenue loss associated, with the

tax credits would in a 'Enrollment effects would only occur, however, if the

,net price facing stu: s an their families were altered. Schools ig,ight respond

to th-. availability of tax credits by,altering their pricing structure; that is,

Ns,
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they.might increase tuitions togarne a portion of the credits'-eenefits for

themselves. This could be accomplished without .ctually increasing the net

cost of the eduCation to their students' families. These price effects would

alter revenue losses in two counteracting ways. On the one hand, increasing

tuitions would increase the amount of the credits for which some families would

be eligible. Only families who were not paYing enough.tuition to receive the

maximum tuition tax credit before any increase in tuitions would receive higher

tax credits after tuition increases. As a result, revenue losses would increase.

.0n the other hand,.higher tuitions would reduce the demand for tuition-charging

education, which would reduce the revenue loss.

In this chapter, I focus almost solely on the revenue impacts of tuition tax

credits. In this first section, I analyze the likely independent effects of

changes in the four major characteristics of tax credits (scope of eligibility,

maximum amount, proportion of costs covered, and refundability) on revenue loss,

Assuming no change in either enrollments or tuitions. In the second sectiori, I.

examine how tuition tax credits are likely to affect both enrollments and tui-

tion costs, and'how these changes would affect r nue losses.

HOW VARIOUS CHARACTERISTICS OF TUITION TAX CREDITS

AFFECT REVEN5 LOSSES FROM ONE TUITION TAX CREDIT OPTION

Tuition tax credit plans can vary extensively in their associated revenue

losses. As mentioned earlier, recent Congressional proposals have ranged in rev-

enue loss from less than $1 billionto nearly $7 billion'annually. The plans

differ,so radically in their budget effects because they differ radically in

their characteristics. In the rest of this Chapter, I focus on how various ele-
4

ments of tuition tax credits affect tax revenues.

Lbegin by examining the revenue loss that would result.from a relatively

simple tuition tax credit plan--one that would allow iaxpa iyersto cla a non-
,..
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4 refundable tax credit of up to $250 per child, not to exceed 50 percent of tuitidh

expenses, for elementary and secondary tuition paid in any calendar year.
1

This

plan would reduce federal revenues each year by approximately $1.0 billion in

1982 dollars (see Table 1).
2

Given current attendance patterns, middle-income

and upper-income families would receive a somewhat disproportionate amount of

the benefits (see Table 1). Approximately 60 percent of the benefits would go

to families with 1982 incomes above the $23,500 median projected for families

with elementary and secondary age children. This, distribution would occur

- principally because.the proposed credit would not be refundable and because

children from higher'income families currently are more likely to attend tuition

'charging schools.

TABLE 1. REVENUE LOSS ASSOCIATED WITH VARIOUS TUITI01.1 TAX CREDIT PLANS

'(In millions, 1982 dollars)

.-///
ease Plan: $250 maximum
nonrefundable credits, cov-
ering 50 percent of elemen-
tary and secondary tuition
expenses

Alternative Plans

Including ful -time post-
secondary tuition expenses

Increasing the maximum
credit to $500

Reducing the proportion of
tuition elpenses cdc!ered .

from 50 percent to 25 per-
cent

Make the credits refundable

Famil Income

Tot l
$0 -

$.14,999

$15,000 -
$29,999 $30,000+

250 300 450 1,000

450 800 1,150 2,400

350 450 760 1,500

200 iSO, 350. 750

300 350 SOO 1,100

Note: Rows may,not sum to'tot31s due to roun.7, All estimates ro'indad

tr) neare.t

t
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The Impact of ChanYina Various Conditions
"yr

Altering any of the four characteristics of tuition tax creditss.would affect

tha revenue loss associated with a tuition tax credit. In this section, the

likely revenue impacts of changes,in each.characteristic are analyzed, assuming

no change either in enrollments in those schools or in the prices schools charge.

-
Likely effects on enrollments and prices, and their subseqtent effects,on federal

revenues, are discussed in the last _Secti,on of this paper.

Changing E igibility. Expanding eligibility for the tax credits beyond

elementary and secondary education would significantly inctase the evenue loss.

, Including full-time post-secondary students,'for example, would in rease the an-

nual revenue loss in 1982 dollars from $1 billion to about $2.4 b'llion an in-

crease of approximately 135 percent (See Table 1). Despite the 4.ar,e beneN.t

that wouldgo to'post-secondary students.ahd their families, some would receive

no credit and others would receive only relatively small amounts. How a tax

.

credit accounts for other forms of student assistance could reduce or imimate

tax credilteligibility for many post-secondary students or their families, ancN

thus could appreciably affect revenue losses. This plan assumes that other stu-

dent-aid is generally provided to defray all educatiomal expenses, not jUst tui-

tion costs. 'Therefore, the,plan%would redu e tuition costs from'which tax credits

would be determined by the portion of aid attri utable to the tuition component

of students' total educational budgets. Furthermo many self-supporting (in-
,

,
dependent) students would,pay little in t'atecause ey would have such low

taxable income. These students, therefore, would not.bene t much f/com nonre-.
; fundable credits.

Chaning_the Maximum Size of the Credit. ,Ipereayi g or dereasing the max-

%

im.1;:i size of the credits would greatly affect the revenu losS. For exarrie,

ap:..Y.in-; the 7.-ximum cre,iit in the'base 7%Ian from $230 to $'V per c4..would

1

1
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4 increase the annUal revenue loss to.$1.5 billion, an inc ease of,Aa percent (see

.

.

- Table 1). F
. ......)

The increase i benefits - and therefore in revenue loss - is riot proportional

7

to the increase in the maximum award for two reasons. First, the constrain on

the proportion of tuition coats that the credit could cover would limit the effect

of jorweasing the maximum credit. Regardless of the allowab\le maximum, the cred-

its could not Oxceed 50 percent uitions paid under this plan. As a result,
5

doubling the maximum from $250 to $500 would only double the credits for families

paying tuitions over $1,Q00. Families paying tuitions of $500 to $1,000 (the,

range of tuitions for mO-S

the credit limit were double
,

npublic elementary schools), would receive more
41

$500, but they would not receive the full $00.

Second, some low-income fam es would not benefit from an increa'se in the max- g

imum credit because they would hot owe $500 in taxes against which to Claim the

no*Irefundable credit (or multiples of-$500 in tax liability, if they had more

tharr one child in nonpublic schools).

Changing the Proportion of Tuition Costs Covered: "The effect of altering

the proporti,on of tuition costs covered by atax credit de nds not onlx on the

change in the proportion of ttion costs covered, but also on the maximum credit

allowed.

-

With a maximum credit of $250, decreasing to 25 &rcent the proportion of

tuition costs covered would reduce the revenue loss to $0.8 billion, a decline

of 26 percent (see Table 1). The amount of the credit's would not change for

families paying $1,000 or more4n tuition--with credits constrained to either

25 percent or 50 percent of tuition, these families would receive the $250 r!lax-
k

imum. For families paying tuitions below $1,000, on the other hand, credits

would be reil%-ceii, with the amount'of reduction increasing as the tuitiori costs
4k,
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Credits'for any families paying'tuitions below $500 would be reduced

by SO percent, proportional to the reduction in the proportion o tuition costs
406,

covered.

If the maximum credit amount were.higher than $250, alterilt the proportion

of tuition expenses covered would affelik the associated revenue losses much more

significantly; With a maximum C#edit of $500, for example, changi g the propor-

,tion of tuition expenses covered from 50 percent to 25 percent would decrease the

associated revenue loss by approximately $500 million (33 percent). This change

would affect credit eligibility for all families paying tuitions less than $2,000,

which includes most families with children enrolled in nonpublic elementary and

secondary schools.

With a $250 maximum credit, increasing the Aoportion of costs from 50 per-

cent to 100 percen Would increase only minimally the amount for whielfamilies

would be eligible because the original 50 percent constraint would affect only

families with tuition'expenses below $500, and most nonpublic schools already

have tuitions above that amount. If the maximum credit were $500 or more, how-

ever, increasing the percent of costs covered from 50 percent to 100 percent

would more significantly increase costs because many families that would have

been constrained by the 50 percent limit would receive more if that constraint

were removed. ,Furthermore, increasing the percent of costs covered for a larger

credit provides greater incentives for schools to increase their tuitions, a

phenomenon discussed in the last section of this paper.

Making the Credit RefQindable. Making the credi refundable would add an -

additional $0.1 billion in costs for tax credits, an increase of about S per-

cent (see Table 1). Lower-income families,would benefit proportionately more

than others because they owesless in taxes and thus would receive mast of the

rfun-2s.

tj
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THE EFUCTS OF TUITION TAX CREDITS
ON ENROLLgENT PATTE2NS AND TUITION COSTS

Because tuition tax credits couldtlter the net cost of attending nonpublic

schools, they could affect hOw many families would send their children to these

schools as well as how much tuition the chools would charge. Either chanae
,

would affect the revenue loss associated wi,th the tax credit.

The Effects on Enrollments

Any changes in eni.ollments resulting from implementing-a tuition tax credit

plan would depend upon the interaction between increases in both the demand for

and supply of tuition charging educational alternatives.

Any increase
6
in the demand for nonpublic education will depend primarily on

two factors: The strength of families' preferences for various types of educe-

tion, and the net change in the price 6f nonpublic schools. Families' preferences

would to a great extent determine any increases in demand. Some parents prefer

public to nonpublic schools, and the availability of tuition tax credits would

not affect enrollment decisions for these,families' children. Neither would

t,..ition tax credits affect enroklment decisions for families that prefer non-
,.

public schools enough to send their children to them now. Some families, how-

Tr, may prefer to send their children to nonpublic schools, but notenough, to

pay the required tuition, givpn the availability of free public education. Tui-

tion tax credits could reduce net tuition costs sufficiently to entice some of

these families to send their children.to nonpublic schools. The number of fam-

ilies who would change their behavior would depend on the size of th& ta.dt credits.

Larger Credits Would Lead to Larger Changes in Enrollments. As the demand

shifted, not only would enrollments inCrease, but so too would tuition costs.

In economi.c :erns, the shift in demand curves would result in a new equilibrium
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point .along the supply curve representing both higher enrollment levels (cons"-

tion) and higher tuitions (price).

it How Would Tuition Tax Crelts Affect the Availability (Suprilv) of Nonpublic ,

Educatiofial Opportunities? .The extent of the iricreases in both enrollments and

tuitions would depend on the willingness and capability of the nonPublic sector

to absorb additional students. If nonpublic schools were.willing and able to

readily absorb additional students, mod"i families wishing to enroll their children

in nonpublic schools would do so, and tuition prices would not increase signifi-

cantly. On the other hand, if nonpublic schools were not willing or able.to

absorb large numbers of new students, enrollments would not increase appreciably

but tuition costs would.

Some marginal nonpublic enrollment incleases could be achieved by fillint

excess capacity in existing nonpublic schools. The high cost of providing addi-

tional facilities and staff, hcA.rever, could negate the likelihood of any appre-

ciable enrollment shifts. Not only would a large increase in the s e of the

private sector require a large financial commitment to secure ad , onal facili-

ties, but it would also be costly to hire additional teachers-=many of whom might

<

not be willing to work at the low wage rates traditionally offered in the nonpublic

sector. Furthermore, the average cost of existing programs could increase appre-

ciably. Many current nonpublic teachers have voluntarily tolerated very low in,-

comes in the past in order to support private eduCation, but these teachers may

recognize tax credits as a means to increase wageS% for themselves. In general,

these conditions suggest that the relatively high marginal costs pf providing

more nonpublic education would tend to moderate enrollment shifts.
3

How Would Tuition Tax Credits Affect the Demand for Nonpublic Educational

Opportunities? Although the preceding discussion suggests that increases in non-
041

public .nrollments might be constrained by limlts in the aviilability of sp,ices,
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any a#a1 thange in enrollments would also depend greatly on how the demand for

npublic ser;tices was altered by the tax credit. And obviously, any such change
it

in demand,mould'depend greatly on the specific characteristics of the credit--

thatj.s, on'who would be eligiblg, how large the credit wouid be, and whether

credit would be-refundable.

A creait that extends eligibility broadly, such as one applying to post-,
;

seci6ndary'tuitions as well a; elementary and secondary tuitions, would increase

eni.alLmengs in tuition-charging schools more than would a credit with restrictive

eligibility,criteria, simply because more students would be involved. In post-

secondary'education, however, two types of enrollment decisions could be affected:

t\\ther to attend college; and

o'Whether to attend a high cost or low cost college.

AvailaSle evidence tugge3ts, that tuition tax credits would not likely affect many

students' decisionS about whether or not to attend college. Studies have indicated

that changes in post-secondary tuitions have relatively little effect on enroll-

ments. bile reason for this may be that tuition represents only a portion of most
q 4

post-secondary students' opportunity costs for attending school. In addition to

tuition:living expenses, and other education-related expenses, foregone earnings

represent'a large opportunity cost for post-secondary students, that maY be a

critical factor affecting whether they go to school or not. Similarly, tuition

tax credits, unless quitelarge, would not likely have a significant effect on

many students'. decisions to attend high cost rather than lpw cost schools because
°

the variatiOn in cost would generally be much greater than the benefit available

through the credits. It is possible, however, that some families might use the
0

credit to "upgrade" somewhat the types of nonpublic schools to which they send

4 their c ildren. Any such behavior would increase the revenue loss.
*

Increasing the size of the credit to families, either th7ough increasing

the 7-eximum credit or increasing the pro?ortion of tuition costs covered scv the

1 b
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credit, woulle also increase enrollments in tuition-charging schools. Larger cred-

its would more greatly reduce net tuition costs, wh
4

for nogpublic education.

Whether the credit woula be refundable.or n

would increase)he demand

could also significantly affect

how many families\would transfer their children from public to nonpublic schools.

All else being equal, lower-income families might be more responsive to tuition

changes, than other ftmilies for two reasons. First, the before-credit tuition

expenses represent a4larger portion of poor familie available resources, thus

each dollarreduc ion is proportionately more important to these families. Scond,

private alternati s may be particularly attractive, if affordable, to low income

students in ghetto public schools that have been unsuccessful In overcoming failure.

Most lower income families, however, would receive the full value of the credit

only if it were refundable, because they*do not pa Y enough in taxes to benefit

. fully from a nonrefundable tax credit. Consequently, a refundable credit would

no doubt have a greater effect on enrollment in n9hpublic schools than would a

non-refundable credit.

Little or no research has been,done to estimate the likely effects on non-
,

public elementary and secondary enrollments due to changes in the net tuition

prices cif nonpublic schools. I examine three possible scenai-ios: one in which

nonpublic enrollment is assumed to be highly sensitive to tuition prices, one in

which nonpubl enr6llments is assumed not to be highly sensitive to tuition

41 4 ,,43

prices, and o e in which the sensitivity of nonpublic enrollment to tuition costs

is assumed to vary, depending upon family income.

Scenario I--Assuming Enrollment is Highly Sensitive to Tuition Prices. If

enrollment for nonpublic schooling is highly sensitive to tuition prices, then

any change in net costs created by tuition tax credits woulcOsignificantly increase

enrollments in nonpublic schools, thu$ vignificantly increasing the federal revenue
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lo,3. For example, 11E enrollment were to inc ease proportionately to the decrease

in net costs (reflec,ing an enrollment elas ioity of,1.0), enrollment for elemen-

tary nonpublic education under the base plan would increase by approximately 40

percent, and secondary nonpublic enrollment would increase by apnroximately 20

percekit.
4 If this full effect were to occur, nonpublic enrollments would increase

by about 1.7 million students, an increase of ohe-third. The federal revenue

loss would increase from $1.0 billion to $1.3 billion.

Sce rio II--Assuming Enrollment i t Hizhly Sensitive to Tuition Prices.

If nonpubl enrollment is not sensitive to tuition prices, then the reduction in

net costs created by tuition tax credits would not appreciably increrse enroll-
\

ments, and thus the revenue loss would not incr ase significantly. If the propor-

tional change in elementary and secondary enro lments were only 20 percent as

large as the proportfional change in costs ( e- ecting an elasticity of 0.2, which

is about the maximum effect measured within post-secondary education) then a $250

tax credit ould increase elementary enrollments by about 8 percent and secondary

,./11.--enrol ents would increase by about 4 percent. Overall, approximately 300,000
P

students would transfer from public to nonpubl c scho 1 , and revenue losses would

increase from $1.0 billion to $1.1 billion. a

Scenario III--Assuming Enrollment's Sensitivity to Tuition Prices Varies by

Income. The effect of changes in price on enrollments very likely differs by fam-

ily income. High income families' enrollment decisions are unikely to be affec

by changes in price; if children from these families are not already enrolled in

nonpublic schools, it is almost certainly not for financial reasons. It may be,

for ezample, that they prefer public schools, which are often of high quality fn

Ilgh-income neighborhoods. Changes in price would more li%ely affect the decisions

of 71.,:d1e,and lower-income students, altugh the likely ma7iitu'le of effects is

7.44c12...zEar. As alluded to earliP.7.,ennollnt decio-7; of some low-income
\\\

1

4
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families would likely be affected byte ;let change in the price of nonpublic eduza-

ttion, both because any price change would significantly affect these families'

discretidnary resources and because the public schools in low-income neighborhoods

often have relatively poor reputations. A critical factor for these families

would be whether or not the credit would reduce the costs of nonpublic education

sufficiently to remove financial barriers to attendance. The effects of price

changes on middle-income families' enrollment decisions would probably fall some-

where between those of high and low.Ancome families.i

This scenario assumes tAt high-income families enrollment decisions are

totally unrelated to tuition prices (enrollment elasticity =At), low-incomv

families decisions are highly sensitive to costs (elasticity = 1), and middle-

income families decisions are moderately sensitive to costs (elasticity = 0.2,

similar to those measured in post-secondary education). Under these conditions,

a $250 tax crddit would increase nonpublic enrollments by approximately 8 percent.

As a result, the revenue loss would increase from $1.0 billion to $1.1 billion.

Otip

The Effects on Tuitions

Tuition tax credits would.produge strong incentives for existing nonpublic

elementary and secondary schools to raise their tuition prices. By raising tUriS.\

tions and thus garnering4some or all of the benefit fAT the tuition tax credits,

schools could moderate the pressure to increase their other revenue sources such

as contributions and volunteer services. At present, tuition revenues cover only

a portion of educational costs. Tuitions, which will average $600-$650 for ele-

Mentary and $1,200-$1,300 for secondary nonpublic schools in 1982, are far below

the national average per pupil expenditure of $2,100 for public school students.

This wide disparity between nonpublic tuition charges and public per pupil ex-

penditures gives some Idea of the extent to which the nonpublic sector relies on

other revenue sources. ',Any increase in tuitions (price response) resultinIg from

ir



timplementing a tuition tax credit would depend greatly on how the credit were de-

signed.

With one notable exception, the likely price response would be unaffected by

the tax credit's scope of eligibility. In other words, whether the credit covered

only elementary and secondary tuition costs or post-secondary tuitio# costs as

well, would have little iMpact on how much tuition charges increased to absorb

the benefit from the credit. The notable exception occurs; however, when the

scope of eligibility applies only to a portion of the families with children

._attending specific kinds of schools. If only some students and families are,

eligible for the credit, then the incentive for schools to increase tuitions is

moderated appreciably, because any tuition hike would harm those families not

receiving the credit. It is generally felt, for example, that one reason why

post-secondary educational costs did not rise precipitously as federal student

assistance mushroomed during the early 1970s may have been that the aid focused

only on the most financially needy students; any rapid price increase, therefore,

would have increased the burden on middle and upper-income families with children

in college. One way to prevent an increase in tuitions, therefore, would be to

restrict eligibility to only a portion of the students attending each level of

schooling.

The interaction between two other characteristics of tax credits--the max-

imum size of credits and the proportion of tuition costs covered by the credits--

would also likely affect how much schools increase tuitions, because these two fac-

tors would affect how much schools could benefit from each student. Larger credits,

in general. would lead to larger price responses. Under some conditions, the provi-

sion limiting credits to no more thah a specified proportion of tuition charges would

copstrain the price response. Limiting the credit to 50 percent of tuition, how-

ever, ;Avald still allow schools to rais't tuitions by up to 100 percent (not to

exzeed the maximum credit) without increasing families' net costs. Reeucing the
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proportion of tuition expenses covered by the credit below 50 percen-e, however,

would reduce the amount that schools coul2 increase tuitions without increasing
7

families' net costs. If the credit were limited to 25 percent of tuition, for

example, schools could increase tuitions only 33 percent (or equal to the maxi-

mum credit, whichever is less) without increasing families' net costs.

Although almost any tuition tax credit would produce strong incertives to

schools to increase their tuition prices torrabsoi'b ai least a portion of:tile

benefit, such tuition increases would not greatly affect federal revenue losses.

Rather, the benefit of the credit would Lmply shift from the families claiming

the credit to the schools in which these families' children are enrolled.

With a tuition tax credit of-$250, mostschools could increase their tui-

tion by $250 without increasing the net cost of the education for most of their

students' families. In this section, I examine the effects on federal revenues of

two possible price responses: one that assumes that schools increase tuitions

equal to.the amount of the tax credit, and one assuming that the benefit from

the credit is shared equally between schools (through increased tuitions) and

students' families (through reduced net costs).

Scenario I--Assmming Schools Increase Tuitions by an Amount Equal to the

Maximum Tax Credit. If schools increased their tuitions by the full $250 amount

of the tax credit, most families' net costs of educating their children would not

change. Rather, the benefits from the credits would be passed on entirely to

the schools, which could increase their tuition revenues 'Ey more than 35 percent

through this action. Because families' tax credit eligibility would not increase,

overall federal costs would not increase either.

There would be two situations in which schools could not raise tuitions by

the full $250 without increasing the net price to some of their students' families.

Firc,t, if tuition were increased by $250, families currently paying tuition of

21
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'less than..'.;250 would fare less well. But almost all schools currently charge more

than $250 per year, thus very few families would fall into this category. Second,

unless the credit was refundable, any tuition imrease would increase the net cost

for families owing less in taxes,than they would be eligible for in tax credits.

Schools could adjust for this problem, however, by using a portion of the in=

creased tuition revenues for student aid to offset any possible net cost increases

c
I

--

for tow-income families.

Even though it appears that schools could raise tuitions appreciably without

increabing the neNost to their students' families, there is little doubt that

many families would be very displeased if they received no personal reduction in

financialburden from the tuition tax credits.

Scenario IIAssumini Schools Increase Tuitions by an Amount Equal to Half
,

4.

the Maximum Tax Credit. Schools could split the benefit equally with their stu-
.

dents' families by increasing tuitions by orig.-half the'amount of the tax credit--:

$125. As with Scenario I, this plan would not increase federal revenue losses.

Rather it would simply affect who would benefit from
)

the creditin this case,

both the schools and their students' familieslkould come out ahead.
A

/
The Interation Between Increases in Enrollment and Increases in Tuitions

I have suggested that tuition tax credits would hot likely lead to appreciable

increases in nonpublic school enrollments but might lead to -s-Lnificant increases

in tuitions. In addition to the rationale established independently for these

likely degrees of response, the interaCtion between prices and enrollments further

reinforces this conclusion. If tuition prices increase, thus maintaining the net

price of nonpublic educational opportunities, there will be little or no financial

incentive for families.to transfer their children from public to nonpublic schools.

Overail, therefore, the federal revenue loss would probably be only slightly

h;;:er than reflect/ in the revemie loss estimates that assu-led no behavioral.

.de
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in either enroll:lents or prices.' The minimal kcreases in enrollments

expected/In'resoonse to tuition tax credrts of $250 to $500 woul'd only margin-
( .

ally affect the revenue loss. Furthermore, any increases in tultions even if
V)

. qucee large, would have little direct effect on federal revenues, and could-in

fact reduce the enrollment response, thus moderating the effects of the tuition

increase on the revenue loss.

A number of factors, however, could lead to more precipitous changes in

nonpublic enrollments, which would thus increase the federal revenue loss.

For example, larger tax credits would provicle greater incentives for families

to enroll their children in nonpublic schools and would make it more financially

feasible for new nonpublic institutions to evolve. And, indeed, if a tuition I

tax credit were adopted, there would almost certainly be'pressure to increase its

,value. Virtually all legislative proposals, for example, would initially begin 1

with relatively'limited credits but would provide significantly larger credits

in later years. Such increases.in 'tuition alone would result in higher federal

revenue losses. Increasing the maximum credit from $250 to $1,000 for elementary

and secondary education, for example, would double the revenue loss fbom about

$1 billion to $2 billion. And in addition, the larger tax credit would no.doubt

induce some additional ,increase in enrollments, which would further increase the

revenue loss.

Another factor that could increase the federal revenue loss would be general

changes in attitudes toward public and private education. If home study, for

example, were to gain in popularity, enrollments in both the traditional public

and nonpublic sectors could decline more than expected, although the eligibility

for tax credits would increase.

7c!:

loc.s w1d rcsult .-lactin:, tuition tax credit 1egi5.,1a-

;11 Frc-7, a 7ole;:t to , ant,
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th- o' t'-specifiu tax credit 2lan. This chipt2r has examined how

varios chai,acteristics of tuitiOn tax creits, both iniep3.1-1:ntIy and in inter-
.

uc-In7 with each other, wouid affect revenue loss. Table 2 provides a sum7oary

de:-..ription of how various characteristics of tax .credits wo,ild affect who

benefits, by how much, and what these would mean in foreg-one tax revpnues.

A modest tuition tax credit plan--reflecting such characteristics as re-

striated eligibility, small maximum crddits4 or tight limits on the proportion

of' costs covered _by the credits--would result.in only a modest loss in tax

revenues. For this reason, such plans have become particularly attractive

during times of fiscal constraint, such as the nation now faces. This no doubt

helps explain the modest approach proposed by the Rea:an alministration, which

wo-111:m;t credits to 50 percent of elementary and secondary tuition expenses,

up to a m'aximum credit initially of $250.

Providing relatively little, however, also acco-plishes relatively little.

ost =amilies whO send their children to tuition-char_ing schools would benefit

little, if at all, from a modest credit because most of the benefit would pass

.1ir.2caly through the families to the schools in the form 35 increased tuition
%

charges. Becattse the net'price facing families would not be reduced significantly,

a modest plarwould not have much effect on non-public enrollments. The credits

would not provide enough incentive to promote new alternatives for education, nor

would they stimulate many families to transfer their- children from publito

nonpublic schools or from low tuition to hi:her tuition non-public schools.

!!odest initial tuition tax credits, however, could evolve into much more

generous Clams; and su5'Stantial tax credits would result in quite large revenue

r..., The most generous recent tax credit prc,posal placed before Congress,

spo-sored by Senators Packwood and oynihan, for exa7cle. tbuld initially be

'n sc!om but ',,:111.! Pventually provide ar2roately 7 billion
\.

t.71 scrl1r7 t'tir c to



a:lition, benes would accrue to families that de-

to tnFe tr chillrea from pablic to non-public or frbm low-cost
s

*,her cost schools.

1:nder a gonerous tuition tax credit plan, schools would remain a principal

beneficiary because they could charge appreciably higher tuitions without in-

cr.sTng the net orice to families with children in their schools. Larger

cred;ts,' however, would also 'provide stronger incentives for creation of new

tition w

fa:IL:Lie would most-likely receive a larger share of the total benefit under a

.20

11 as for expansion of existing schools, and thiv,increase in comoe-

help moderate price increaskes in existing schools. Therefore,

g.-7erous tuition tax credit plan than they would receive under a less genkrous

plan. Because the benefits to families would be larger, there would also be'

a stronger incentive for increased participation in non-public education, which

would obviously result in a requisite increase in the associated revenue loss.
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TABLE 2

!filARY or HOW VARIOUS CHARACTEPISTICS OF TUITION TAX CREDITS WOULD ArFECT:

(1) rA,4ILIES' ELIOIBILITY; (2) NON-PURLIC EDUCATIONAL COSTS (TUITION CHARCES);
AT,' (3) NON-PUBLIC ENROLLMENT AND Af,SOCIATED REVENUE LOSSES

n Eligibility For Credits

The scope of the plan de-
fines who will be eligible
for the credits.

The maximum credit size
does not affect wheiher
families benefit. It does
affect the 3mount for which
families are eligible, but
only for families receiving
the maximum.

On Tuition Changes

The scope of eligibil-
ity can affect tuition
charges. RestriNng
eligibility to only a
modest portion of the
students enrolled in
any specific school
would discourage the
school from increasing
tuitions to garner the
benefits of the credit.

The maximum credit size

almost certainly affect
tuition changes. A

large portion of any
tuition tax crelit
would very likely be
ahsorbed by institu-
tions through increased
tuition changes.

On Enrollment, On Revenue Loss

The scope of eligibil-
ity can affect enroll-
ments. Restricting
eligibility precludes
any possible enrollment
change for those group's
excluded from eligi-
bility.

The scope of eligibility
greatly affects the
revenue loss. The large
the scope of eligibility,
the greater the revenue
loss will be.

The maximum credit size
I would affect non-public
enrollment. The actual
change in participation
patterns depends on the
net change in the price
of non-public education
facing families, thus
enrollment changes de-
pend.on changes in tui-
tions as well as on
changes in the maximum
credit size.

The maximum credit size
affects the revenue loss
The extent of the change
depends on: (1) how muc
more each eligihle famil;
receives; and (2) how
many more families enrol
their children in non-
public schooln:

2
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of Costs
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On Elivibility For Credits

- The portion of costs cov-

ered does not affect
whether families benefit.
It does affect the 'amount

for which families are
eligible, but only for
families not already el-
igiSle for the maximum
amount.

Making credits refundable
expands eligibility by
mdking it possible for
low income families, which
normally lack sufficient
tax liability to claim the
credit, to benefit from
the credit.

TABLE 2 (Continued)

EFFECTS

On Tuition Chanzes

The portion of costs

covered greatly affects
tuition changes. Al-

though increases in
tuition changes will
likely occur with any
tax credit, restricting
the credit to cover
only a portion of tui-
tion costs would likely
moderate tuition
creases.

Making credits refund-
able would not appre-
ciably affect tuition
changes.

On Enrollments

The portion of costs
covered can affect
enrollments, particu-
larly if the tax credit

is allowed to.cover
most tuition expenses

Making credits refund-
able Cnn affect,enroll-
ments, particularly in
conjunction'with other
characteristics. Re-

fundability can make
it possible for lower-
income families to en-
roll their children
in non-public schools.

4

On 4711a3Lenue Loss

The proportion of costs

covered alffects revenue

losses in two ways: (i

coveriq a larger porti
of costs provides a 1,4p
ger benefit for some
families, although in
most cases the increase
in benefits is marginal
and (2) covering a larg
portion of costs could
induce more families to
opt for non-public edUc
tion for their children_
Making credits refundab
increases the nevenue
loss, generally by 8 to
12 percent.

4
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NOTES

1
This credit resembles various plans that have been considered by the
Congress in recent years. For example, the percent of costs covered
(50 percent) and the maximum credit allowed ($250) coincide with
those proposed in S. 550, the "Tuition Tax Relief Act of 1981," spon-
sored by Senators, Packwood, Moynihan, and others. In two important
respects, however, this plan differs from that embodied in S. 550.
First, thisiplan would limit eligibility for the credits to families
incurring eMementary and secondary tuition expenses; S. 550 would
also extend credit eligibility to cover post-secondary expenses.
Second, the plan discussed here assumes immediate implementation in '

all respects, whereas S. 550 would phase in expanded eligibility (even-
tually to include tuition expenses for part-time and full-time students,
and for graduate and undergraduate students) and increase maximum
credits, eventually to $500. InMay 29, 1981 letter from Dr. Alice
Rivlin, Director of the Congessional Budget Office to the Honorable
Daniel P. Moynihan, the CBO analyzed S. 550, estimating that the reve-
nue loss would increase from $0.1 billion in fiScal year 198 t $6.9

Oillion by fiscal year 1986.

2 All estimates of revenue losses in this paper have been'derived from
the Congressional Budget Office's Student Assistance Cost Estimating
Model (SACEM), a microsimulation model that estimates eligibility
for federal formula-based assistance programs. The principal data
base for SACEM is the Census Bureau's 1976 Survey of Income and Ed-
ucation, which has been updated to reflect current and projected
economic, demographic, and enrollment conditions.

3 For a discussion of why the marginal costs of increased enrollment
should be considered about equal to avvage costs, see, Thayer H.
Watkins, "In Multi-Plant Industries the Efficiently-Relevant Marginal
Cost in the Minimum Average Cost of the Marginal Plant," Southern
Economic Journal, pp. 149-155. ,

4 AsSaing average elementary tuition of $625, a decrease of $250
would represent a decline of 40 iercent. Assuming average secondary

tuition of $1,250 1
4.a $250 credit would decrease costs by about 20

percent.
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Summary of

Public Costs of Tax Credits

David Longanecker

As the Ccuress considers tuition tax credit legislation, one of the

most central issues will be how much various proposals would cost -- that

Ls, how much federal revenues would decline as a result of the credits.

Despite the arguments of some policy makers that nx reductions should

not be considered equivalent to directly appropriated expenditures, from

a budgeting standpoint, reductions in revenues have the same effect on

balancing a budget as increases in direct spending. And in a period of

fiscal constraint, budget considerations will likely be weighed heavily

as new legislation is considered.

The revenue loss resulting from tuition tax credits would depend

greatly on four characteristics of the credits:

- Who would be eligible for the credits;

- How much they would be eligible for;

- What portion of tuition costs would be covered by the credits; and

- Whether the credits would be refundable -- that is, whether

1
families paying tuitions that amounted to more than their taxes

N:ould receive a refund from the Treasury.

A mixture of philosophical and pragmatic considerations generally

dictate the specific set of characteristics selected for a tuition tax

credit proposal. The revenue loss (or cost) associated with the credits

is one of the most pragmatic considerations. Not only do the four

characteristics independently affect how much families receive, but they

alsocan affect how many families choose to send their children to

tuition charging schools and how much tuition these schools charge.

Based on "Public Costs of Tax Credit* prepared for the Tuition Tax

Credit Seminar, October 22, 1981, Waihington, DC, stitute for Research

on Educational Finance mad Governance, CERAS 402, tanford University,

Stanford, CA 94305 (415) 497-2754.



THE REVENUE LOSS FOR VARIATIONS OF ONE
TUITION TAX CREDIT OPTtON

-

A simple plan that would allow eamilies currently sending their

children to tuition charging schools to claim nonrefundable elementary

and secondary tuition tax credits of up to $250 per child, not to exceed ,

50 percent of tuitiontsyments, would reduce annual revenues by

approximately $1.0 billion in 1982 dollars.

Expanding eligibility would increase the revenue 'loss. Including

postsecondary tuition expenses for full-time students, for example, would

increase the annual revenue loss to $2.4 billion, an increase of about

135 percent.

The maximum size of credits also greatly affects the revenue loss,.

Doubling the maximum c dit to $500, for example, would cut revenues by

an additional $500 millin, an increase of 50 percent jhn the revenue

loss, whereas quadrupling the maximum credit to $1,000 would reduce

revenues hy another $500 million, bringing the total revenue loss to $2-

billion dollars. The increase in revenue loss would not be proportional

to the increase in maximum credits because other characteristics of the

credit (principally the percent of tuitions covered by the credits and

the nanrefundability provision) would constraingrowth in the average

size of the credits.

Although most Congressional tuition tax credit proposals during the

past few years would have limited credits to $500 or less, two factors

would create pressure to increase the maximum size of future credits.

First, tuition increases cost by inflation would also create presstire to

increase tax credits. Second, the scope of federal programs, once

enacted,.often expands. The recently-passed tax bill, for example,

expandedbenefits proviahraugh a variety of tax expenditure

provisionss, iencluding increasing the limits on tax deductible

contributions to independent retirement accounts, increasing the capital

gains exclusion for elderly who_sell their homes,,and'incrgasing the

child care credit. If enacted, imilar pressure might mouat to expand

the size of tuition tax credits, in order to address specific objectives.'

For example, many families would need credits much larger than'$500 to

achieve the objecive of totally eliminating financial barriers to

nonpublic education.

The proportion of tuition expenses covered by the credit can also

affect revenue Vosses, although the specific effects vary greatly,

depending on the interaction of this characteristic with other

characteristics. With a maximum credit ot $250, for example, cutting the

proportion of tuition expenses covered by the credit in half (from 50

percent to 25 percent) would reduce the revenue loss by $200 million, a

25 perdent decline.. The reduction in revenues would not be proportional

to the reduction in the portion of costs covered because credits would be



reduced for only some families (those paying tuitions of less than

$1,000). Because most families currently pay tuitions of more than $500,

increasing the proportion of costs from 50 percent would have very little

impact -- any family paying more than $500 in tuition would already have

been eligible for Ehe maximum $250 credit.

-na-ktmg -the7c-redi ts -refundable would add _an _additional $100 million

to the revenue loss, an 8 percent increase. Most of the additional

benefits would go to low-income families, who would owe relatively little '

in taxes, and thus, would not be eligible for the full tax credits unless

they were refundable.

THE EFFECTS OF TUITION TAX,CREDITS ON ENROLLMENTS
AND TUITTON COSTS

If tuition tax credits reduce the net price of nonpublic education,

'some shift in enrollments would occur from public to nonpublic schools.

Larger changes in the net price would result in larger enrollment shifts.

To the extent that changes in the four major characteristics of tax

credits affect families' credits, either by increasing maximum credits,

increasing the proportion of tuition expenses covered by the credit, or

making the credit refundable, would increase enrollments, all else being

equal.

Increases in nonpublic enrollments would increase the revenue loss.

If enrollments proved to be highly sensitive to the availability of

tuition tax credits, both enrollments and the associated revenue loss

could increase by as much as one-third. Some evidence, however, suggests

that enrollments may not be highly sensitive to tuition prices.

Furthermore, the sensitivity of enrollment decisions to tuition prices no

toubt varies by family income.

Depending on their design, tuition tax credits coUrd produce a

strong incentive for schools to inc.rease their tuition charges. In the

extreme case, schools could increase tuitions by the full amount of the

credit, thus reaping the full benefit of the credit. Although most

fmillies with children in these schools would face no greater net
aftee-.tax price for educating their children, neither would they receive

aliy of the intendd/reductibn,in,financial burden. Perhaps a more likely

scenario, therefore, would be that schools would increase tuitions enough

to appreciate some benefit of the,tax credit, but would still provide

some reduction in net expenses for students' families.

Increasing tuition charges, however, would not significantly affect

the revenue loss because in most cases it would not alter the credit

amount that families could claim. In fact, tuition increases would
moderate other anticipated increases in the revenue loss; by decreasing

the net benefit of the tax credits to families, tuition increases would

maierate to some extent the potential shift in enrollments from public to

nonpublic schools.
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